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The First Conference on DTU Science and Training 

 

“The Law of Higher Education, allowing universities to restructure their academic programs according to social 

requirements, has become a driving force for universities to lift their individual strengths to new heights. DTU is 

looking forward to becoming the University of Dreams. Once we have dreams and passion we will be determined to 

dedicate our lives to make our dreams come true”. The words of Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co, DTU President 

and Provost, were warmly received by all and the first meeting of the DTU Science and Training Council began on 

August 17
th

 2013. 

 

The conference attracts a large number of participants  

The conference attracted a large number of leading experts and key members of the educational community. All 

were encouraged to contribute their ideas on how to improve the quality of education at DTU in the near future.  

Mr. Phung Tan Viet, Deputy-Chairman of the People’s Committee of Danang said: “It is our pleasure and honor to 

welcome you all to the Central Region and Danang to witness the expansion of DTU, the first and largest private 

university in the area. It has been the sustained and remarkable work of the DTU Management Board, the faculty 

and staff that have brought great success to DTU. Hopefully, DTU will enhance its international partnerships and 

educational quality. Danang will always support DTU on its road to becoming one of the leading universities, both 

in Vietnam and in Asia.”  
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Professor Nguyen Minh Thuyet addresses the conference  

 

Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co received many compliments for his great efforts in establishing DTU in the 

Central region, from attendees who consult and lecture at DTU. Professor Banh Tien Long, Former Deputy Minister 

of Education and Training, was surprised at the fact that the DTU Center for Research and Development had already 

published 17 papers in international journals although it was only founded one year ago. Professor Tran Hong Quan, 

Former Minister of Education and Training and Chairman of Vietnam Association of private universities and 

colleges, said: ”At a time when private education is staging a break-through, DTU has emerged as a leader. This 

demonstrates the remarkable efforts made of the DTU Management Board, faculty and staff. However, in the near 

future, DTU should pay much more attention to climate change issues, to conducting social research and so on, in 

order to contribute to building a comprehensive humanitarian society.” 

  

Over the past 19 years, many universities have been developing too slowly and some are even on the verge of 

bankruptcy. Facing more problems than public universities in terms of facility investment and human resources, 

DTU has built strategies to overcome such obstacles and make a strong impression on the new era. Professor 

Nguyen Minh Thuyet, Former Vice-Chairman of the Culture, Education, Youth and Children’s Committee of the 

National Assembly of Vietnam, said: ”As graduates become aware of the importance of finding a good job they will 

begin to look for universities with high-level academic programs that provide good career guidance and broader 

opportunities. To make its mark, DTU should continue to collaborate with other prestigious organizations and 

continue to develop long-tem strategies for its sustainable development. ” 

  

At the end of the conference, Dr. Le Nguyen Bao, DTU Vice-Provost, made a presentation about the deployment of 

CDIO and PBL applications at DTU. With one first and one second prize in the 2013 CDIO Academy competition, 

organized by MIT and Harvard University and sustained efforts to improve the quality of education and 

international integration, DTU soon hopes to build a University of Dreams, according to the expectations of 

Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co and all DTU faculty and staff. 
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